
Sagarika Patra

My experience has been amazing as a PSG. I

have returned this year to continue being a PSG

as it is very fulfilling being able to help students

around the campus. As a PSG, I have been able

to help students with issues regarding financial

aid and class schedules, etc. that can get pretty

overwhelming when starting out in a new place.

I encourage my mentees to attend our PSG

events to meet and connect with new people to

make friends.

One big challenge would be students who find it

embarrassing to seek help. In such cases, I try to

empathize with them, sharing my own struggles

when I was in their shoes to assure them that

they are not alone in this. My goal as a PSG is to

make students feel comfortable at a professional

level so that they I can help them make the best

use of the resources available at NYIT.

- RUBAIA AMBIA, PSG
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194

students attended our

PSG event in September

across both LI and NYC

campuses !

in-person peer-tutoring

appointments were held at the

Long Island campus alone so

far this semester. Kudos to

Long Island Learning Center!! 

students were helped by our

SI leaders over both

Manhattan and Long Island

campuses. 

Way to go SI leaders!

fall '22

We encourage our Peer Tutors at the NYC campus to

also add more in-person availabilities to their

schedules !

As Student Leaders, you all impact, support,
and help our New York Tech students &
together we work to overcome the "FEAR" of
seeking help.

Hear from a fellow ASE Student Leader on
how they help break that stigma on campus!

https://www.instagram.com/nyitenrichment/

